672/673
Semi-automatic & AUTOMATIC
bedknife GRINDERS

Features

672

Mounting System

673

Electro magnets Electro magnets

Dimensions:

Top VIEW

Adjustable Flood coolant
Quick retractable Setup Gauge
Powered fixed
stop

Grind Angle

Powered with
fixed stop

Integrated Diamond Dresser
Height Adjustable Grinding head

Side VIEW

Variable Speed Belt Drive Traverse System
Automatic mode - with powered infeed

X

Optional Equipment
Borazon Wheel

Optional

Optional

Bellows Kit

Optional

Optional

Flood coolant additive (Order when needed)
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PRECISION AT PLAY

672/673
Angle set-up
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in-feed control
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Powered angle adjustment
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Semi-automatic & AUTOMATIC
bedknife GRINDERS
Integrated flood coolant
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Supplemental power supply
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Electromagnetic mounting system
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Diamond wheel dresser

3

Belt drive traverse system
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Alignment gauge
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Uses powerful electromagnets to hold the bed
bar in place making set-up simple and fast. You
can grind any bed bar arrangement without
additional tooling.

Fast Angle Set-up

Provides repeatability without recalibration.
Changing from grinding the front face to the top
face is as simple as pushing a button and watching
as the powered Tool Bar rotates into position.
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Easy-To-Use Controls

Uses a precision Hand Wheel to in-feed the
grinding head while it automatically traverses.
The 673 automates the process by using one
of the pre-set programs to automatically
in-feed the grinding head, and stop the grinding
process when completed.
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Easiest
+
fastest
To use bedknife grinders in the world
An Innovative Bedknife Mounting System
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Operator Protection

A sturdy metal hood with a clear
polycarbonate window that retains the
coolant mist and shields the operator. The
Interlocking Switch prevents operation
without the hood being totally closed. The
supplemental power supply protects the
operator in the event of a power outage,
maintaining power to the electromagnets and
holding the bed bar firmly in place.
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